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INTRODUCTION

Le Scm inaire International dont nous presentons ici les Actes a etc
eomme un exercice dans l'art de se rencontrer entre personnes diverses et de
faire, tout en respe.ctant lcs differences, (l;uvre commune, Cet art est, scIon
nous, une qualite de vie typiquement mediterraneenne, et il possCde son
symbole propre dans la mosa'ique,

La mosa'ique - dans lc sens spccifique du mot - est une invention
des peuples mediterraneens, CeLte techniq ue qui consiste afaire un dessin avec
de petits clements (souvent en forme de cube) de pierres naturelles, de terre
cuite au de verre, que 1'on applique sur une surface solide avec un ciment au
un mastic, a atteint lc maximum de son developpement dans la periode
hellenistique et l'apogee de sa sp1cndeur a1'epoque byzantine, On trouve des
mosa'iques de la Syrie ;\ l'Espagne, du Kord de l'Afrique aux Alpes, Le nom
derive de "muse" : une mosa'ique est une ccuvre qui est en relation avec lcs
muses,

Ce qui caracterise une mosa'ique, c'est le fait que les clements formant
Ie dessin el qui exprimenl les nuances de couleurs el d'ombres, sont
juxwposes et meme opposes, pour former l'ensemble, On ne les reduit pas en
poudre et on n'en fail pas une p;lte uniforme, mais l'unite elle sens meme de
ceLte unite cst constiluee par la pluriformite dans laquelle chaC]ue clement
retient et conserve son "ideIllite" : sa subsull1ce, sa [orme, sa cou1cur.

Une autre earaclerislique de la mosa'ique, c'est qu'elle ne remplit pas
l'espace (comme Ie krail une statue, et dans un cerU\in sens, un tableau, une
peinture, qui occupe une pbce sur Ie mur), mais la mosa'ique conslilue pIUllll
l'espace el l'embellil. Ainsi, faire une mosa'ique, c'est repeler I'acle du
Createur qui, en ordonnal1l et en ornanl, a realise le cosmos, l'\otons que, en
Cre~ml 1'espace bicn on!onne, la mosa'ique prcp~lre la place pour un autre qui
habilera cet esp~lce, D~ms ce sens, la mos~llque eSl "modesle", n'esl pas au
cenlre, mais forme et elllbellit la scene, c!,ll1S Ie sens origineI du mot: scene
veut dire "tenle". Et comm(: la tente cosmique scpare Ies eaux qui soIll ,lLl

dessus dll firmament des e~lllX qui y sonl cn-dessous, de sone que lcs C~lLl,
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inferieures puissent sc rassembler, ainsi la mosalque separe l'habitation
humaine des espaces exterieurs, et fonne Ie domaine habitable.

Enfin, la mosalque n'est pas Ie mur, mais, dans un sens, elIe cache Ie
mur, en creant de nouveaux espaces. Dans la basilique d'AquiIeia, on marche
sur les vagues, dans la chapelle royale de PaIerme et dans I'eglise de Saint
Marc a Venise on assite a toute I'histoire du salut, des absides romanes les
saints nous regardent du ciel et a Monreale et Ravenne no us y sommes,
presque, au ciel.

Dans I'opus musivum, no us distinguons ainsi quatre aspects, quatre
caract6ristiques, comme etant Ie symbole du monde des cultures
mediterraneennes : I) Ie nom se rapporte aux muses; 2) la signification
unitaire etl'unite significative de la mosalque ne s'obtiennent pas grflce a une
fusion des clements comme dans un creuset, mais grace a la juxtaposition et
mcme a I'opposition des clements; 3) Ja mosa"ique cree une habitation pour
I'homme ; 4) la mosai"que invite a regarder au dela des limites de I'habitat
humain, a depasser Ics coordonnees du temps et de I'espace, ouvrant de
nouvelles perspectives a la conscience humaine.

Pour voir I'analogie entre la mosalque et I'occumcne des cultures
mediterraneennes, il n'y a pas besoin de longs discours.

1) La reference aux muses ne rappelle pas seulement ces gracieuses
figures qui ont etc en honneur precisement sur les rivages de notre mer, mais
la gracieuse gratuite qui est exprimee par la reference aux muses y est vivante
encore de nos jours. II suffit de mentionner ces deux autres mots dans !esquels
Ie souvenir des muses vit encore: "musee" et "musique". Le musee est Ie
temple dedie 'lUX muses, I'espace digne des muses et des arts que celles-ci
inspirenl. OU pourrait-on trouver, en ce monde, une region aussi riche de
tresors artistiques que Ie "mone!c mediterraneen" ? Quant a la musique, elle
continue ~l ctre la force mysterieuse qui, de far,:on particulicrement riche et
expressive dans la regon mediterraneenne soulcve Ies corps dans la danse, lcs
sentiments dans les chants, lcs esprits dans la pricre.

2) En deuxicme lieu, I'unite faite par la juxtaposition distinguee des
clements est ce qui est typique pour I'crcumcne culturel de la Mcditerranee.
Nous laissons volonticrs a d'autres civilisation I'epithcte de melling pOI,
"creuset". Pour concevojr la c6mmunion entre Ics cultures mediterraneennes il
faut s'inspirer du sous-titre d'un livre fameux de Maritain, Dislinguer pour
unir"

3) Troisicmement, I'espace ordonne et orne, I'habitat humain forme par
la mosalque exprime cette qualite mediterraneenne d'ctre un moncic
"humanise", portant!es empreintes de I'homme , transforme par lui, de far,:on
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evidente. Et, en ce qui concerne l'crcumene culturel, il faut mentionner cet
humanisme personnaliste et pluraliste, typique des cultures nees et
developpees en ces lieux.

4) Finalement, Ie dcpassement des limitations du moment actuel n'est
pas une caractcristique qui est venue s'ajouter aux cultures mediterraneennes,
mais il est leur source et leur cnergie portante, qui fait qu'elles se renouvellent
continuellement et qu'elles peuvent aussi enrichir d'autres parties du monde.

Le colloque qui s'est tenu aIstanbul du 5 au 9 janvier 1986, organise
par la Conference Permanentc Mcditerraneenne pour la Cooperation
Internationale en collaboration avec l'Institut Franr;ais d'Etudes Anatoliennes,
merite d'ctre compare ~l une mosa'ique.

Autour du theme "Individu et societe. L'inDuence d'Aristote dans Ie
monde mediterraneen", se sont reunis des philosophes et des economistes, des
theologiens et des artistes, des historiens et des canonistes, representant en
mcme temps les trois grandes traditions monotheistes qui ont trouve leur
formulation dans I'aire mediterraneenne orientale.

Ce livre que nous avons la joie de presenter ici indique en quelque sorte
la multiplicite des points de vue qui, guides par la methode et quelques idees
de base du Stagyrite convergent vcrs une harmonie de significations qui, sans
dissoudre les differences, exprime une unite. Ainsi Ie colloque a etc un
exercice de recherche et de dialogue dont nous esperons qu'il trouvera ses
realisations ultcrieures dans Ie projet de collaboration interculturel issu de
notre reunion.

Sous Ie titre d"'Organon", nous nous proposons d'organiser des
seminaires interdisciplinaires sur la structure de pensee des civilisations
mcditerraneennes, sur les modes de vic de l'homme mediterraneen ct sur sa
creation architecturale, artistique et technique.

II cst significatif que cetle idee soit nee dans une reunion inspiree par
la pensee d'Aristote, maItre de tant de penseurs et d'ecoles qui ont modele la
civilisation et qui ont etc les artisans de la convivence civique d'une grande
partie de l'humanite.

Ary A. Roest Crollius, SJ.
President de la Conference
Permanentc Mediterraneenne
pour la Cooperation Intcrna
tionale



Les ARCHIVES DE PHILOSOPlIIE

sont l'organe de publication du dcpartcment de philosophic de
Il]nivcrsite d'Istanbul. Ce dcpartement est Ie plus ancien en
son genre en Turquie. Apres Ie declin de I'Empire ottoman et la
proclamation de la Republique, l'Universite d'Istanbul fut
rCformee. Dans ce contexte un grand nombre de savants
allemands furent invites a partir de 1933. Parmi eux se
trouvaient des philosophes de renom tels que Hans
Reichenbach (1893-1953), un des pionniers du positivisme
contemporain, Ics nco-kantistes Ernst von Aster (1980-1948)
et Heiz Heimsoeth (1886-1975), et \V. Kranz qui furent les
instigateurs d'une tradition philosophico-scientifique
europeenne continentale sc renetant dans Ics Archives de
philosophie. Dcpuis leur fondation en 1945 jusqu'a nosjours,
ks Archives de philosophie ont public dcs articles originaux de
philosophes allemands contemporains tels Hans Reichenbach,
Ernst von Aster, Heinz Heimsoeth, W. Kranz, Nicolai
Hartman (1982-1950), Erich Auerbach, Ernst Diez, Joachim
Ritter, Freytag Lbringhoff...

TURK FELSEFE DERNEGi

ASSOCIATION TURQUE
DE PHILOSOPHIE
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Teoman DURALl

ARISTOTLE'S THOUGHTS CONCERNING
THE PROBLEM OF TIlE LIVING BEINGS

AND THEIR EVOLUTION*

God and nature creale nothing that has not

its use 1

The human being.
thinfi thai slands uprifiht, and

nature and essence is divine 2

is the only living
this is because his

Charles Darwin on 11ristolle:
T rom quotat ions which I had seen, I had a

hifih nOlion of Ilristolle's merils, but I had not
Ihe mosl rell10le notion what a wonderful man he
was. LilUweus and Cuvier have been my Iwo gods,

IhoL,,~h Ln very di/fi'rent ways, but they were

merely schoolboys to old !Iri.\[oile. i

SY:\O]'SIS

LOllg heron' ('vciir"I'on OL:L:llllC something of a catchword, i\nst\.lllc spo~c ahlHJt

it In:llniy in \\'-,'0 or hi." \\ork:-; - I.e. III. .... lory of /1nimals and Pilrfs (~r /\nilfldis - wlthill

a factual frameworK, :.Irlll not \\ithin a CU1H:.:Cptll:l1 one, as it has u.'\lJ:Jlly heen the ca'iC in

modern time.".

*' l\cknowlcdgclTll'tlt 1"0 the c:\lcn! th:ll Ihis p:l(lcr is comprehensihle, lowe a strong note

u!" th:1I1ks tu Pru!",'''''' Dr. \\'im J v.1I1 dcr Stccn (J)cl':lrtmcnt u!" Blulogy, the Frec

LJlivcrsity, A111SICI\l:!11l) :lllll lL> \lr. /\ydm J);JJPJlLlf (Anh::H:l). In addition, I ".:ish to thanK

Professor Dr. L()lJ\~ ILll'I,J: (the: C:llhullC tllivcr.-;ity, Louvain, Belgium) fUf his

stirnubtillg suggc:;li,ins l)ll }\rislulk's dCvc]l)pmCil\;Il"l:ltl altItude versus the modern

eVl,J1Uli,)I\:lry Tlllhkl

2,,\nSl'lllc Ptlr[S ,\"u""ls, lV. III, ISr", (2'1).

lClurll:s ]):,f\\ in It.' \\'illi:JlJ1 Ogle, llll the puh!iC:l!iull of' his lr:l!lsLlli~)n or the Purls oJ

I\nlu':,l;',\ in 1S\~ q,\ l' ~!'iCCl' ,d Ill,: Purts of i\niffld/s, Peck's lr:Jl1sbli,ifl
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In this paper I consider the intellectual prereqUisites that enabled Aristotle to
elaborate his system of philosophy-science, the first of its kind in history, and then his
views on the origin and development of individuals and species. At last I touch on the
question why he left off the subject of transformation, and never lOok it up in works like
Physics and Metaphysics where he elaborated his system and brought it to fruition.

This paper covers the subsequent sections :

- 1-
INTEUECTUAL CIRCUYlSTAi',CES WHrJ{EIN TIlE ARISTOTEIlA,\' THOUGHT

U",R)illEJ)

-A-
The Becoming - Bcing Discrcpancy

-B -
The Pact - Faith Discrepancy

-C-
The All-embracing Principle

- II -
TIlE L\1rJ{CrSCE OF PI IILOSOPHY-SCLE?\CE

From Speculativc to l\'on-spcculativc Mctaphysics

- III -
TIlE BOli~DS OF CIIANGE

-A-
In Search of Changelessness

-B -
From Becoming towards Evolution

- IV
CONaCSIO:\T

'The Bioscience - Biocthics Discrepancy

BIBIlOGRAPIIY

1. INTELLECTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES WHEREIN THE
ARISTOTELIAN THOUGHT UNFOLDED

A. The Becoming - Being Discrepancy

Nowadays we are more or less inclined to suppose that any current of
thought which has become fashionable is a product of our epoch. It is,
however, a long-known fact that there is nothing beneath the sun which
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might be qualified as brand-new or completely original. On the other hand
material and mental entities are subject to a constant process of alteration. In
the long run the changing feature of an item is, in a certain sense, its
evolution. So, it is not difficult to grasp that the conception of evolution
itself has also undergone an evolution within the framework of inquiries
concerning the living things. We take it for granted that research on evolution
started in the late XVIII,h century and gained momentum with Charles
Darwin's epoch-making views. He however was not the first to constate the
mutability of nature in general, and of its biotic sphere in particular.
Throughout the history of philosophy-science eminent minds have pondered
on alterations at the level of individuals, and transformations at that of
species.

Anaximander of Millet later Xenophanes of Colophon, Anaxagoras of
Clazomenae and Empedocles of Acragas were the first thinkers to speak
about the origin of life and the probable causes of its various forms in a more
or less unmystified manner. The suggestion that man somehow arose from
the earth or evolved from other animals is often encountered. Anaximander
seems to have held that the first manifestations of animal life was in the sea,
that changes of structure occured as the animals moved to dryland, and that
man thus evolved from the fish. 4

Xenophanes argues that the dryland is recurrently mingled with the sea
and then with the passage of time, separated from moisture. He puts forth
such proofs as these: shells are found far inland and even in mountains; in
the quarries of Syracuse imprints of a fish and of seaweed have been found,
and in Paros is the imprint of a small fry deep in the stone, and in Malta flat
slabs bear the impressions of all sorts of fish. He says thal the imprint was
made ages ago when everything had been covered with mud, which then dried
in it.

In this world of the Antique Aegean Civilization - especially at the
Classical period5 of it - we are confronted with a handful of remarkable
personalities displnying an amazing degree of sense of wonder. They tried to

4Q.v. : R. Morris, Cohen and 1. E. Drabkin, Source Book in Greek Science, p. 395.

SThe Classical period of the Antique Aegean Civilization - the focus of which is
Periclean Athens (479-323 BCE) - extends approximately from 500 to 200 BCE. Instead
of Ancient, I prefer the qualifier Antique for distinguishing the Aegean Civilization,
comprising mainly the Minoan, Mycenaean, Lydian, Phrygian, Ionian, Laconian, Attic,
Macedonian, Thracian and Sicilian cultures, differed from all other Ancient civilizations
- the Mediterranean, Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Anatolian, Iranian, Central Asian,
Indian, Chinese and the rest - due to the fact that it was to be the birthplace of
philosophy-science and, as a consequence of this, of technology. In the other mentioned
Ancient civili/.ations we corne across important traditions of wisdom, but not systems of
philosophy-science proper.
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sound out their cultural as well as natural surrounding, above all expecting
straightforward answers for their questions usually in terms of physical
reality. Their eager inquiry into the mysteries of nature and the universe was
peculiar to the master minds of the Aegean world in Antiquity.

About the Vth century BCE the inDuence of the Aegean Civilization
could be felt almost all over the Mediterranean region. At this time, Athens
began to rise to prominence in all matters of culture within the Mediterranean
world. Artists, rhetoricians, men of learning; in short, everybody who held a
high esteem of his personal capacities, Docked into Athens. With its manner
of conducting affairs, way of living, style of treating its native citizens and
aliens, and finally with its particular outlook, the then Athens could be
compared to a certain degree to North West Europe and its transatlantic
continuation in North America of the Modern Age.

Athens, was of course, not the only and isolated case of intellectual
enlightenment in the middle of a crude and desolate cultural environment.
There were, indeed, some other notable centres like Miletus, Ephesus,
Smyrna, Sardis in Western Anatolia, Ivlytilene in Lesbos and the Cos island
in the Aegean Sea, Byzantium in Thraee, Stagira in Macedonia, Sicily. The
city-state of Syracuse was no doubt a genuine rival 10 Athens in economy,
cultural wealth and military power. Like Miletus of Ionia, Syracuse could
also be qualified as a brooding-place of some of the outstanding minds
Antiquity bestowed on mankind.

Kenneth Dover tells us that a visitor to the Syracusan quarries not
beset, as the Athenian prisoners were, by sickness, pain and starvation, had
enough spare time 10 notice that the limestone was full of fossils.

In the d,lyS before the timescale of the history of living beings on
Earth was understood [Dover goes on saying] there were three ways in
which people could re,lct to the sight of - for example - a fossil
fish. They could S,IY, "Isn't it funny, that bit of rock looks just like a
fish!", and turn their thoughts back to the (1<lY'S concerns. Or, "A
miracle! Cod has put a fish in the rock !" Or they could say, "Well,
now, I wonder. .. " A certain Xenophanes, some time in the late 500
BCE, said to himself", "I wonder ... ", and drew the conclusion that the
distribution of land and water had not always been what it was in his
time; every so often, he suggested, they had combined to form a
world of mud, then separated out ,1gain, and fossils were the imprints
ret~lined by mud which Iwd become solid ...

... XenopklIles continued the old tradition of speculation about the
universe, but he also ,1nticipated the moral preoccupations of Socrates
and Plato. What binds these two lines of thought together is inquiry
into the nalure ofCod ... 6

6KcIlllClh Dover, File Greeh, Pl'. 46-47.
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Remarkably enough, Xenophanes, as far as we know at present, was
the first thinker in recorded history to conceiv the idea of a single God, and to

offer strong reason to support his position. His reasoning provides a
considerable degree of tenacity and therefore cannot easily be refuted. It runs
as follows: Aelhiopians have gods wilh snup noses and black hair,
Thracians have gods wilh grey eyes and rcd hair.? Then, he continues his
assertion:

But if oxen ~ and horses ~ and lions had hands or could draw
with hands and create works of art like those made by men, horses
would draw pictures of gods like horses, and axen of gods like oxen,
and they would make the bodies~ of their gods~ in accordance with
the form that each species itself possesses. 8

B.The FaCl- Faith Discrepancy

Since human beings, unlike other living things, lack to a great extent
inborn automatic mechanisms which serve as driving forces, they are left
with no option but to find out their way with the help of self-designed guide
tackles, generally known as "belicfs".9 Human beings perceive, but do not
respond automatically to the eflects they receive. Every human perception has
two sources: the world of experience, and the mind which arranges, and
thence shapes what is encountered. Our mind shapes every perceived item
according to the previously encounted perceptions, and the thereupon formed
impressions, images and notions. The perceived item is, thus, worked up into
impressions, images, notions and finally into concepts in conformity with
the previous experiences already elaborated by ment;.ll schemes. Consequently
impressions, images, notions and concepts are not the mechanical results of a
mere biotic machinery: on the contrary, they arc the products of man's
mental efforts. Each of these products is a belief, which when transposed to

the factual world, takes on the form of an action. So, it is evident that actions
are movements expressing our beliefs. Furthermore, the broad network woven
out of interconnected beliefs is man's other environment, Culture which runs
parallel to the biotic one. This network, which encompasses all sides and
aspects of human life, depends on a number of basic beliefs. These are
generally known as faiths. They are, so to say, unreasoned and unaltarable

7 Xenophanes (XVI), q.v. : Kathleen Freeman, IIncilla to the Pre-Socratic
Philosopher;', p. 22.

8Xenophanes (XV), q.v. : /Jon.

9The opinion th'lt the human being, as a member bOlh of the biosphere and Culture,

occupies a position unique among living things is far from being free of controversies.
An example of the opposite view can be seen in the statement of \Vim J. van der Steen

and Bart Voorzanger, Sociobiology in Perspective, p. 25. lIuman beings, besides being
human, are obviously animals. So biology righlfully belongs to the sciences that cover

Ihe slUdy of mar..
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values which one can either wholc-heartedly accept or reject. In case a set of
faiths is rejected, then, the entire order of beliefs, attached to that set,
collapse. This is the reason why no single, one-dimensional and
homogeneous culture embraces the whole humanity. The commun feature of
all cultures, however, is that each of them possesses a set of faiths or a credo
of principles as foundation. In due course, firmer and ever more enticing sets
of faith have evolved. So are to be considered Xenophanes' assertions
concerning God. He tried hard to dissociate God from all sorts of possible
associates, and to tie all principles, by which we can explain everything,
material as well as spiritual, taking part in the universe, to the creed in the
Supreme Being. Each being and process whether actual or potential will
henceforth be measured against and judged by this Omnipotent-Omnipresent
Omniscient-Supreme Being which transcends every perceivable and
imaginable feature, being, event or process. He is unique, unequal,
unprecedented, dissimilar and unimitable. hence, even though, He is, of
course, rejectable, refusable, He cannot be refuted.

C. The All-Embracing Principle

The shift from idolatry to the faith in a transcendent Supreme Being
paved the way for a tight and consistent system of beliefs, and raised abstract
and rational thinking considerably.

Idolatry, consisting of the most colourful folk tales and myths,
reflected people's fancy beliefs of gods permanently in all sorts of activities.
Thus we are told by Xenophanes that both Homer and lIesiod have
attributed to the gods all the things which are shameful and a reproach among
mankind: theft, adultery, and mutual deception. 10

The popular mind believes, or better, again in Xenophanes' own
words,

... mortals believe the gods to be created by birth, and to have their
own - mortals - raiment, voice and body.ll

Truly, gods have not revealed to mortals all things from the
beginning; but mortals by long seeking discover what is better. 12

Thus the seeking and reasoning mind may find out step by step the
hidden aspects of the universe. But for setting out on such a long and arduous
journey we need a strong, reliable and an overlooking springboard.
Xenophanes indicates this "springboard" in an unwavering voice to be the

10q.v . : Xenophanes (XI), op cit., p. 22.
11

Xenophanes (XIV), q.v. : Idem.

12Xenophanes (XVIII), q.v. : Idem.
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.. .one God, among gods and men the greatest, not at all like mortaJs in body
or in mind. 13

He sees as a whole, thinks as a whole and hears as a wholc. 14

But without toil He sets everything in motion, by the thought of
His mind. IS

And He always remains in the same place, not moving at all, nor
is it fitting for Him to change His position at different times. 16

Hereafter a solid foundation, on which a consistent structure could be
built, had been obtained. Since there was the necessary steadfast basis,
irreducible to any further one, and the resolute will to learn, the desire for
knowledge, so the unique, unprecedented event could take its start from now
on : to inquire into and thereby to uncover methodically and coherently the
unknown. Notice, how clearly Heraclcitus of Ephesus expresses us this fact:
M en who love wisdom must be inquirers into very many things indeed. 17

Inquiry, however, does not proceed on its own. It needs, first of all a firm
basis and a methodology consisting of testable and verifiable components.
That is to say, we are not entitled to use any verbal or material element we
find on our way toward the end of our inquiry. It must fit into the logical
framework of our inquiry and it ought to be testable and verifiable by others.
This, of course, is not a condition which binds us in the course of our daily
lives. Therefore the person who lives from day to day and has nothing to do
with inquiry .. .is apt, in Heracleitus' words to be in a flutter at every word
(logoS),18 In the tide of inquiry we strive towards a consciously composed
coherent order within which there is no room for unwarrantable and randomly
gathered clements. Only acquired results within such an order are transmit
table, and thus verifiable by other researchers. Consequently, again this kind
of an order is the necessary condition for communication. Heracleitus tells us
this in his own phraseology: To those who are awake, there is one ordered
universe common - to all -,whereas in sleep each man turns away 
from this world - to one of his own. 19 Furthermore the building blocks of
-i.e. the "beliefs" that make up - an Order are the necessary valuations,
the "measures" in reference to which we carry out all our mental and material
activities. Without these "measures" not only philosophico-scientific
investigations were to become impossible, but our whole culture and

13Xenophanes (XXIII), q.v. : p. 23.

14Xenophanes (XXIV), q.v. : op cit., p. 23.

15Xenophanes (XXV), q.v. : Idem.

16Xenophanes' (XXVI), q.v. : Idem.

17Heracleitus (XXXV), q.v. : Kathleen Freeman, Ancilia to the-Socratic Philosophers,
p. 27.

18lIeracieitus (LXXXVII), q.v. : op cit., p. 30.

19lIeracieitus (LXXXIX), q.v. : Idem.
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therewith our humanness would collapse. This is the very reason why
Heracleitus reveres Measure: The sun H'ill not transgress his measures ,
otherwise die Furies, ministers of Justice, will find him out. 20 Here we can
sec that the sun, as a life bestowing might, symbolizes for Heracleitus an
important guide mark in charting the physical features of the universe. It is,
howcver, subjected to something far more substantial, far more decisive:
Justice. Even as the source of light and heat and as a heavenly body the sun is
not exempt of aILeration. Like everything else it underlies the guidance and
control of Justice which has no counterpart in the world of matters.

To recognize the fact or existence of change in the physical world
docs still not mean to adhere to relativism, so long as the reason and the
sense of material things and processes arc sought in an immaterial sphere.
Ontological relativity is the relation of each event or process to another or
others in terms of space and time. Relativism, on the other hand, is a
doctrine promulgating that, whatever its power of comprised, embodiment and
abstraction might he, no notion, no concept is in a state to assume the role
of a principle or an axiom of absolute validity, with which every event and
process in the material realm can be explained and evaluated. In case,
however, we deny the mutability of the components of which the material
universe is composed, we, then, refuse to acknowledge the processive quality
of things and events. This may eventually push us towards a dogmatism.

It is difficult to blend a conception of a world, submitted to a ceaseless
process, and full of haphazard events and things, with a rigidly built-up,
motionlcss, static view about the cosmos. In the Antique Aegean world,
which is generally accepted as the cradle of the Occidental philosophico
scientific civilizations, two outstanding thinkers have tried hard to overcome
this obstacle. Olle of them was lIeracleilUs. Beside Parmenides, he was the
first to ask genuine metaphysical questions. Such questions indeed led to
philosophy-science's problem-treasury in subsequent ages.

As stated above, HeraeleilUs admits the fact of ongoing change, and
this we can clearly sec in his famous passage: In the river, we both step and
do not step, we are and we are not. 21 Being an integral part of nature, our
corporeal side is also submitted to continuous alteration. But there is still
something which transcends this corporeality, and there by our ever altering
features: the affirmation, "I am". This affirmation of "my" 'being'22 stands

20IIeracleitus (LCIY), '1.v. : op ell., p. 31.

21IIcrac1eitlls (XIXL d), '1.v. : 01' cil., p. 28.

221 have always wundered if I'annenides and IleracIcitus had not wrilten in an Indo

European language, I iioCe Ancient Greek, huw they could possibly have managed to lay the

foundation Slone of ontology-science. For inSl:ll1CC, in Turkish, which is not all Indo

European language, yuu will hardly find a linguistic fonn corresponding 10 the infinitive

"to be", and its evelllually suhstantivi/,cd derivative "being".
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in contraposition to "my" own incessant "becoming" as well as that which
surrounds "me". The whole physical reality "flows". But if we cling to this
"steady now" and take it as the sole Reality, we shall never be entitled to
make any statement concerning our own selves and the phenomena around us.
Even in order to grasp the "flow" of "becoming" in and around us, we need
something that docs not change. "Being" is that something. The extreme
multiformity of the universe is the product of the steady "flow", that is, of
the "becoming". However, this state of affairs, according to Heracleitus, does
not reveal to us genuine Reality. The great multiformity we see in nature,
reflects to us a glimpse of the enormous wealth of shape and colour Reality
has in store. The one who holds on to the essential principle, will be saved of
getting drowned in the torrent of the changing features of nature. Heracleitus
expresses this point in the following way: When you have listened not to
me but to the Law (Logos), it is wise to agree that all things are one23 .

Heracleitus, like Xenophanes, takes it for granted that both the
unswerving order of the outside world - which runs according to the material
principle, "fire" - and the rules of the concatenation of thoughts - which
obey the Logos - depend on the harmony established by God. Since mind
works alongside the physical world order, he who has grasped the right
manner of thinking will also be able to understand what he comes to sec and
eventually to observe. In other words, if we can link up our thoughts with
each other in the manner Logos expects us to do, then, we shall be capable
of discovering the hidden connexions between events occurring out in the
physical realm. Hence when we start to look at the multiplicity of things and
happenings from Logos' unitary point of view, we will come to sec that there
is homogeneity underlying all steadily mutating heterogeneity. HeracJcitus
says:

If we speak with intelligence, we must base our strength on that
which is common to all, as the city on the Law (Nomos), and even
more strongly. For all human laws arc nourished by One,24 which is
divine. For it governes as far as it will, and is sufficient [or all, and
more than enough.25

Heracleitus' God, we arc told by Daniel Babut, is the "ever-living
fire" on which the eternal and immutable world order depends. In other
words, it is an immanent principle, found in all things, whose aspects and
appellations vary as much as the manifestations in the World. 26 So let us
look at Heraclcitus' own statement about the subject-matter:

23IIerac1eitus (I.), q.v. : op cit., p. 28.

24Due to their distinctive meanings I have capitalized some of the words appearing in

the translations.

25IIeracleitus (CXIV), q.v. : op cit., p. 32.

26Danicl l3abut, La Religion des Philosophes Grecs, pp. 29-30, translated from French

by me Cr. Durall).
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God is day-night, winter-summer, war-peace, satiety-famine. But
the changes like "fire" which when it mingles with the smoke of
ineense, is named according to each man's plcasure27.

The above-mentioned unitary unique Principle, however, according to
Daniel Babut, is a transcendent Being; because the world-forming fire is
merely a minimal part of the universal heavenly fire28

Moreover in Heracleitus' vocabulary, "the heavenly One" connotes
"God", the formative and reregulative power, from whom all the multiformity
of the phenomenal world springs and to whom it eventually returns revolving
the strifes, frictions and dissonances between its components. Heracleitus
conveys this state of strife between the phenomena in a rather figurative
manner: War is both king of all and father of all, and it has revealed some
as gods 2~ others as men3~ some it has made slaves, othersfreel]

Just as Empedoclcs will tell us at a later date, Heracleitus speaks about
a constant merciless struggle that lashes out in the universe, and finally rages
itself to a standstill at the Divine (theion) level. One should know says
Heraclcitus, that war is general - uni versal - and jurisdiction is strife, and
everything comes about by way of strife and necessity32 13 ut at last the
relentless, furious storm will die down in the heavenly Haven which
combines all the contrary forces, supra: fragment: LXXVII. This "Haven",
more overtly expressed, God represents, accordingly, Being in its to!lllity. As
humans, nonetheless, we perceive this Being just froma certain point in time
and space coordinates. Consequently we conceive and determine this unitary
and total Being partially. Every time we change our position, we come across
a new aspect in regard of Being. The more we experience and try harder
physically as well as mentally, the more we arc apt to find out about those
innumerable parts of Being which remain still uncovered. In connexion with
this subject-matter Heracleitus tells us that which is wise is one : to
understand the purpose which steers all things through all things33 Then,
he leads us to the conclusion that men who love wisdom must be inquirers
into very many things indeed34

27Ileracleitus (LXXVll), g.Y. : op cit., p. 29.

280anicl Babut : op. cit., p. 30, my translation ("1'. OuraIJ).

29Ileracleitus probably intends to say "extraordinary heros".

30 "ordinary men" -T. Durall.

31 Ileracleitus (Ll1l), g.Y. : op. cit., p. 28.

32Ileracleitlls (LXXX), g.Y. : op. cit., p. 30.

33IlcraclcilUs (XU), g.Y. : op. cit., p. 27.

34I!craclcitus (XXXV), g.Y. : Idem. N.B. Heracleitus is, as far as we know at present, the
first to determine and to usc the tenn "loye of Wisdom", that is to say, "OIAo-croOla",
philosophy" proper, g.Y. : Eduard Zeller, Outlines of the lJistory of Greek Philosophy,
p. 23.
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So we see that in order to comprehend what is going on, we must get
to terms with the Law (Nomos) of the outside world, through the Law
(Logos) on which each of us depends. But since we are, only partly able to
comprehend the Law of the outside world via our own Law, so, we ought to
learn about ourself and the Law which reigns over us and forms us. This is
the reason why wise men in olden days preached incessantly the moUo which
later came to be formulated in the watchphrase : "Know thyself! "35 It is
first of all through "my" own reason that "I" become aware of the perenni
order which "I" recognize to be universal after having come into contact with
other rational beings, with human beings, and observed physical events
happening in sequences. In this way "I conceive" that "my" "inner" order has
its counterpart in the "outside" world. Thercl"ore if "I acquire" a more profond
understanding of the underlying Law (Logos) of "my" mind, I shall be able
rationally to interpret the ongoing events outside "myself". This was the
manner eventually adopted by Aristotle when he tried to unriddle nature. In
doing so, he was principally following the line drawn by a cerwin tradition of
thought: namely, the Xenophanean-Heraclitean-Parmenidean-Socratic
Platonic tradition. He, of course, was more than a dull, devoted follower, an
adept of this line. He can solely be regarded as the culmination of the
Classical period of the An~ique Aegean thought. With him, philosophy, of
which Heracleitus 36 and Parmenides might be considered as the forerunner,
assumed an altogether new outlook.

II. THE EMERGENCE OF PIlILOSOPHY-SCIENCE
From Speculative To Non-spec~J1ativeMelllphysics

Accordingly philosophy sorts from the speculative era and begins to
investigate nature closely. What particularly distinguishes the trend,
extending from Xenophanes and Heracleitus to the Sophists and Socrates,
deriving then its classical form from Ari,totle, and carried on further by Theo
phrastus and Galen, is the state of complete fusion of philosophy and science
- thence the great tradition of philosophy-science in the Occidental
civilizalionY

35Q.v.: Eduard Zeller op. cit., pp. 18 and 19.

36 Thc Period from Thalcs up to llcracleitus and Parmenidcs could be regarded as

transition from construe/ions oj wisdom to philosophy. i\nd philosophy, in tum was for
the first time systematized by Plato.

37The Community of occidental civilizations comprise mainly the Antique Aegean, the

Mediaeval Judea-Christian as well as Islamic, and finally the Modern European
civilizations. This Community has sprouted out of a common "seed", the mesopotamian
primeval civilization. Then it has been enriched and built out by the Monotheistic and
Revelational Religions originating from West Asia - or, the East ivlediterranean-,

and with the emergence of philosophy-science at the Classical period of the Antique

Aegean civilization, later bearing its fruit, the technology.
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At the earliest stages of this trend there is still no distinction between
speculation and empirical research.

Astronomy and mathematics as well as all branches of natural
knowledge, and in the beginning even medicine, were all included in
the scope of philosophy, the last named science being the first to
detach itself as a practical T~XVT]. Only L(JTOPLT/, the combination of
history and geography, as practised by the Ionic logographers and
Herodotus, stands, apart, and even here the dividing line is not always
sharply drawn. Ionic philosophy in its first representatives, considered
from a methodolical point of view, is pure dogmatism38

With Aristotle philosophy allains the particular stage where it starts
to develop the sciences, its so-called "feelers". Through the sciences, indeed,
philosophy reaches out to the phenomenal real. Thus Aristotle can be
regarded as the founding father of philosophy-science, and the first known
thinker to define the confines in the philosophico-scientific conception. His
way of thinking and researching was not solely determined by the aforestated
line. He, no doubt, was also to some extent influenced by the other two
thought currents, which differed in almost all respects from the one that came
down from Xenophanes, through Herac1citus and Socrates to Plato. Although
the other mentioned currents stood ralher for dissimilar world views, they at
least shared the conception of a nature and of a world devoid of sanctity and of
any form of determinateness. They categorically refused all kinds of
mystifications of man and the whole nature, which in fact appealed to the
popular mind.

Aristotle took over from the Sophists the liability towards doubt and
questioning; from the Atomists the keenness to look with closer allenrion at
nature and to describe natural events with a sober language - one that is
dispassionate and free from subjective elements. Aristotle set up the science
of logic, leaning on the art of arguing known as dialectics.The dialectical
manner of thinking makes its first appearance in Heracleitus' conception
about the universe, which posits that everything results from the interactions
of opposites. Afterwards, in the Sophists', and under their influences in
Socrates' cases we see dialectics as a method of argumentation. Beside the
Sophists, Aristotle was substantially inflL1enced by the Atomists whom some
of our modern tendentious historians of philosophy-science like so much to
brand as the precursors of Materialism. On the basis of this heritage,
Aristotle set out to devise the methodology, purpose and conception of the
philosophico-scientific endeavour. In his ingeniously contrived enormous
philosophico-scientific system, sciences, each of them dealing with a definite
section of reality, are supposed to gather the so-called "raw material" from the
physical and social environments. This "raw material" is worked up into

38Eduard Zeller, Gp. cit., p. 24.
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knowledge through theoretical operations in the non-speculative metaphysical
kernel of a philosophico-scientific system. In this way we obtain general
pictures about the various parts of the physical realm. Aristote says:

In every kind of theoretical investigation and every way of
teaching, whether the more noble or the more ignoble, there appears
to be two notions of proficiency: the one is called science while the
other is a sort of skill, or cducation39

Furthermore, in establishing coherent connexions between theories,
corresponding to related domains, we acquire an all-comprising structure,
called system. And to underpin a system is indeed the task of
metaphysics40 This, however, is not a unitary, not a compact fabric.
Metaphysics comprises, in fact, two opposite structures: the speculative and
non-speculative metaphysics. This distinction I have designed following suit
to Immanuel Kant's outstanding finding according to which questions
expecting logically as well as empirically warrantable answers give rise to
transcendental structures, whereas those not entitled to await justifiable
replies bring about transcendent construction·s. The latter ones are the causes
of antinomies41 Antinomic answers are, in turn, the sources of both
various sorts of dogmatisms, and relativisms, which eventually may end up
in nihilisms.

III. THE BOUNDS OF CHANGE

A. In Search of Changelessness

From all that I have told until now, it will be understood that
Aristotle, in his time, was confronted chiel1y with thre lines of thought
currents:

3"Arislotle, Parts of Animals, I, I, 639a (1-4) ; q.v. : Thomas Kiernan, Aris/o/le
Dictionary, p. 438.

40"Metaphysies ... the most general and fundamental of studies ... its method will be
non-empirical, or a priori, not because, like transcendent metaphysics it claims to be
concerned with a realm of object inaccessible to experience, but because it is concerned
with the conceptual structure which is presupposed in all empirical inquiries. This kind of
investigation Kant sometimes calls "transcendental", as distinct from "transcendent" ... 1'.
F. Strawson, The Bounds Sense, p. 18.

41"The transcendental antithetic is in fact an investigation of the antinomy of pure
reason, its cause and its results, If we apply our reason, not only to objects of
experience, in order to make usc of the principles of the understanding, but venture 10

extend beyond the limit of experience, there arise rationalizing or sophistical
propositions, which can neither hope for confirnlation nor nced fear refutation from
experience. Everyone of them is not only in itsclf free from contradiction, but can point
to conditions of its nccessity in the nature of reason itself, only that, unfortunately, its
opposite can produce equally valid and necessary grounds for its support", Immanuel
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, B 449, p. 340.
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- the one accepting a supernatural source for all events, material as
well as spiritual, accordingly a necessary universal order wherein
everything moves from a certain starting point towards a definite
end;

- the other that refuses any source, to say nothing of a supernatural
one; processes mechanically concatenated incessantly go on ;
"becoming" is a beginningless as well as an endless "flux" ;

- lastly that particular thought current which rejects, not only any
notion of source and purpose, but also the order considered to
prevail throughout the universe.

The thinkers of the first main current can be further classified as being
the adherents of one or the other of the two "sub-currents" :

- the Parmenidean-Platonic line where the phenomenal world is
either not considered at all or is only acccpted as an epiphenomenon
of the ideal-spiritual realm;

- the lleraclitean tradition within which the phenomenal world
enjoys full consideration, in spite of the fact that through Logos
the Ilcavenly Almightiness exerts the basic formative and purpose
indicating power.

Aristotle sided with the Heraclitean trend in the study of nature. He
was aspiring to learn why and how this ceaseless alteration, this relentless
eoming-to-be and passing-away happened. Moreover, he wanted to reach
beyond change. Indeed our study of the physical environment amI culture
should involve some constant factors. Constancy, according to Aristotle, first
and foremost characterizes the pure forms of our thought that underly any
investigation. Furthermore, our capacity of investigation, intuition and
finally reasoning enables us to comprehend our "Self" regarded as the sole
instrument with which we can set out for investigations.

first of all the Universe has to be an ordered unity. This is partly the
basic faith upon which Aristotle's system of philosophy-science reposes and
partly the outcome of his thorough-going observations.

The order of every class of being, reflects in its final analysis the
worlcl"s perpelll~d kmnony which in turn is based on the infinite oneness of
the slwpcr and pl-ill1e mover of the Universe42 Change, alteration and even

421n Aristutle's vic\\ the lugical and ontologial structures run exactly parallcl. Buth arc

suhmillcd 10 the S:JJJ1C unlvt.!TSl1! orde.r. Therefore any knowledge that we work out within

our logi~a] 'IJ1:JiJl i 11 i.' ry', alld the source of \\'hich is [he empirical data we receive, nwsl

rcrled us that p:HlicllLH Llel or phc:l1oIllCnOiTl to which it corn::sponds. A specific logical

construction, tlul is, a theury, if fuunded un a certain fact, \\ill yield the sort of

knowledge ahou! \\hu..,c truth we need nol to question any more. Thus Aristotle tells us ill
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transformation are not excluded from Aristotle"s world picture, contrary to
what generally his much later-day commentators believed and made us
believe. These changes, however, do by no means occur haphazardly and
mechanically. This is in fact the crucial point, which is a:most always
overlooked and missed. There is no logical condition that compels us to place
the notion of change on the same footing as randomness. Moreover, if
necessity is scientifically indemonstrable, so must be the case with
randomness. Indeed, in both cases we arc confronted with a question of faith.

B. From Becoming (Coming-To -Be) Towards Evolution

Aristotle's system is the turning point in the passage from speculati ve
to non-speculative metaphysics, the basis of scientiric endeavour. Besides, we
witness in his investigations on the living things the advent or the problem
of evolution in its proper sense, that is, the process where in intcrspeciric
transformations take place. In his studies on the living things, evolution
develops into a distinctive feature of the problem or becoming. Here we

the Generation oj Animals, HI, 10, 760b (3D) :

... This, then, appears to the statc of affairs with regard to the gcneration of
bees, so far as theory can take us, supplemented by what arc thought to be the
facts about thcir behaviour. But the facts have not becn sulliciently ascertained;
and if at. any future time they arc ascertained then credence must be given to the
direct evidence of the senses more than to theories and to theories too provided
that the results which they show agree with what is observed.

i\ow, what concerns the universe's shaper and prime mover Himself, here
elliptically rendered, Aristotle reveals the following points

... God is always in that good state in which we sometimes are, this compels
our wonder; and if in a beller this compels it yet more. And God is in a beller
state. And life also belongs to God; for the actuality of thought is life, and God
is that actuality; and God's self-dependent actuality is life most good and eternal.
\Ve say therefore that God is a living bcing, etemal, most good, so that life and
duration continuous and eternal belong to God; for this is GlXl.

It is clear. .. that there is a substance which is eternal and unmovable and
separate from sensible things. If has been shown also that this substance cannot
have any magnitude, but is without parts and indivisible for it produces
movement through infinite time, but nothing finite has infinite power ... But it
has also been shown that it is impassive and unaltcrable; for all the other
changes arc posterior to change of place .

... The first principle or primary being is not movable either in itself or
accidentally, but produces the primary eternal and single rnovcmcnl. BUl since

that which is moved must be moved by something, and the f,rst mover must be
in itself unmovahle, and eternal rnovcmcnl Hlusl be produced by something

eternal and a single movement hy a single thing, and since \...·c sec that besides
the simple spatial Il10vcmenl of the univer:-;e, \\hich we say the first and

unrnovablc substance produccs, thcre arc othcr spat ial movellH:nts - those of the
planets - which arc eterllal - for a body whIch ITlOVeS ill a circle is eternal and

ulHestlllg; "c have proved these poillts in the physical treatises (cf.: Physic.\',
viii, 8, 9 ; Dc Caelo, i, 2, ii, 3-8), each of these movements also must be caused
by a suhstanee buth unmovahle in itself and eternal, Aristotle Me/aphysic.\', 11,
8, 1072 b (25,30,35) ; 1073 a (5,ID,l5,20,25,3D,35).
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already come across the impacts, yet hardly noticeable, excrted by the
Sophists and the Atomists alike, according to whom matter possesses
weight, density and hardness, but is primordially inanimated. Aristotle docs
not take any more for granted that the universe, at least in its appearance, is
filled only with enlivened things. He, indeed, finds himself in a more or less
dubious situation. Even if in his time the opinion was getting ever more

widespread that something of a hiatus between the spiritual (Ij;vx1' spiritual

being) and the material (TO aOlla: material being) existed, which effectively

separated the animated (tlllj;vXOS) from the inanimate (dlj;vxos), and

ultimately the "understanding living being" ((4'ov VOTJTOV) from the
"perceiving living thing" ((6;ov aiaOTJTLKov), the assumption of a
connexion between these two principal spheres of being had not been given
up altogether. Basically the universe itself was still accepted as an animated
being by the majority. According;y everything is imbued with soul. More
explicitly expressed, every actuali/-ing thing assumes a certain shape, and this
is a spiritual (pneuma: spirit) activity. Before and above all comes the
distinction between form and matter, which is present throughout the
world: where something else as being more perfect, the defining and effecting,
the fonner is called the formed or the real, and the latter the potential or the
unformed. Hence when matter assumes its own form, we speak, according to
Aristotle, of becoming (coming-to-be). So each potential (avvullCL 6v)

becomes ('YL'YVCTaL) a real ivcP'Ydq. 6v).

The relation of form to matter yields the concept of motion (~

KivTJaLs) or, what is nearly the same, change 01cTafJoArf) to which
everything in the world that contains matter is subject43 Motion, in
Aristotle's view, is therefore, the fulfilment oj what exists potentially, in so
far as it exist potentially... ; of what can be increased and its opposite what
can be decreased... ; of what can come to be and can pass away ... ; of what
can be carried along, locomotion.44 Taking, at least, merely our Earth into
account, and leaving his controversial speculations about the celestial bodies
aside, for Aristotle there is an incessant passage from the form less matter, the
potential towards the formed matter, the real. Furthermore the formed matter
makes up the sensible substancc: the singular being, the individual which
basically is apt, nay, bound to change. Because each power that has reached
the perfect formal stage it expects to attain, will thence eventually assume the
role of being a power, a potential to be actualized, to become reality. Thus
each being possesses a polarity in itself: its reality (iv~P'Yfla) as well as its
potentiality (auvallls). No being on Earth is either pure potentiality or
absolute reality. In other words, each real thing bears within itself the seeds
for a cerwin forthcoming new real thing. Expressed in a different manner,
each real thing is in fact the potential of the real thing to which it is to give

43q., Eduard Zeller, op. cit., p. 176.

44Arislolle : Physics, m, 20la, (10).
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birth. Therefore each forthcoming actualization is determined by its
forthbringing reality45 While we onlookers cannot discern the
determinations -gnosiological indeterminableness - of the forthcoming real
thing in its potential stage, it, in fact, is determined - for it is factually
there - by its forth bringing reality, that is, in its potential stage 
ontological determinedness. 46 Since we onlookers are outsiders and
therefore unable to pin down the determinations of a forthcoming real thing
right in the bosom of its forthbringing real thing, how can we say that the
forthcoming real thing is already determined by its forthbringing real thing?
Indeed by contemplating the particular events we arrive at something of a
universal order from where, then, we can draw analogies for the
comprehension of sensible substances which arc the only real things. As a
matter of fact, of all things says Aristotle, there is order, and every time and
life are measured by a period; except that all are not measured by the period,
but some things by a less and others by a greater47

The living in distinction to the non-living is the being endowed
with an "awoken soul", the "life-principle" which :drms its relevant tool, the
body. Since soul is the first entelechy, body is the tool (organon) by
which the formative-principle (the soul) gets actualized. Therefore the living
thing is - with a present-day term - an "organism" - soul's organized
body; again in other words: the body organized by the soul48 Such a body,
for fulfilling its various specific life-functions, possesses "secondary tools",
the organs. Since the soul is found in everything,49 thence it remains only a
question of whether it is asleep or awake: In the life of the soul there are
sleep and awakening50 As a result of the foregoing assertion it becomes
clear that the living and the non-living share a substratum. To think the
other way round would, as a maller of fact, contradict the Aristotelian logic

45 Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption, 1I, 4, 331 b (35-36) : Those elements

which are changed from one into one, are ~enerated from one thing being corrupted; but
those which are changed from more than one thing corrupted.

46 Aristotle, On Interpretation, IX, 18 b (35); 19 a (5) :
... it is manifcst that the circumstances arc not inOuenced by the fact of an

affirmation or denial on thc part of anyone. For events will not take place or fail
to take place bccause it was stated that they would or would not takc place, nor
is this any morc the easc if the prediclion datcs back tcn thousand ycars or any
othcr spacc of timc wherefore, if through all time, the nature of things was so
constituted that a prcdietion about an evcnt was truc, then through all timc it was
ncccssary that that prediction about an evcnt was true, thcn through all time it
was nccessary lhat that prediction should find fulfilment; and with regard to all
events, circuIllstances have ahvays been such that their occurcncc is a matter of
necessity. For that which someonc has said truly that it will be, cannot fail to
take place; and of that which lakes place, it waS always true to say thit it would
be.

47 Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption, n, 11,336 b (12-14).

48Cj. Aristotle, Parts of the Animals, I, 27, 43 a (25-35).

49Cf, Aristotle, On the Soul, llJ, 8, 431 b (20).

50 Arislotle, 0" the Soul, n, I, 412 a (25).
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according to which the emergence of a thing from something totally
dissimilar is impossible. Necessarily, the soul says Aristotle, cannot be
substnnce, except as from of a natural body that has life potentially51 Thus
any natural body, whose soul awakes, is turned from an inanimated -in
modern terms, from an "inorganic" - thing into an animated -"organic"
being. Once a group of beings are vitalized - have their souls "awoken"
then, they will go uninterruptedly on producing beings of their kind. Even if
crossing from one group with a certain outlook - shape -, way of feeding,
of reproduction and locomotion over to another one is ever possible, it is
still out of question that a whole group of living beings may fall back to its
primordial state of inanimateness. The single being, the individual, on the
other hand, wanes away, thus disintcgratcs52 when its life-principle, the
soul is snuffed out.

ConscquenLly, the genesis, and then the succeeding life history of a
particular living group depends upon the development of the souls of its
constituting indi viduals. So we see according to Ar;stotle that a living group
comes to be, then proceeds through an interplay of innumerable factors related
in varying degrees to each of the living things forming that particular group
or assembly. Each being encloses its own formative power. The same is true
for the living group. Because like individuals, groups made up of these bear
their purposes within themselves. It is in the course of their life history that
the individual's as well as the species' innate purposes sprout: this process is
known as DEVELOI'\IL:\T Before turning our allention upon its connotations,
let us first take up the etymological basis of it brieOy. The word development
derives from two Latin components: namely, dis- and volopar. When these
are put together they form the infinitive disvolopar (or, disvolupar) which
means to unwrap, disentangle, rid free. Hence development has the
subsequent connotations which are relcvantto the present study:

1- A gradual unfolding, a bringing into fuller view; a fuller
disclosure or working out of the details of anything, as a plan, a
scheme... That in which the fuller unfolding is embodied or
realized;

2- ... bringing out from a latent or elementary condition; the
production of a natural force energy, or new form of maller;

3- the growth and unfolding of what is in the germ... ;
4- gradual advancement through progressive stages, growth from

within 53

51 Aristotle, On Ihe Soul, 11, 1,412 a (20) 4.v., Thomas Kiernan, Arislo/le Dic/ionary

p. 460.

52Cf ... Ludwig von llcnalanlly, Prohlems of Life, p. 125 (l'ootnote); also lor the

definition 01 the "illdivi,Jual", ref. 1'.1. J. Buytclldij~, Mens en Diu, p. 4'J.

53"])eve10p" and "development" in Oxford lcn/;lish Dielionary. column: 2S0, p. 707.
vol. I.
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Thus it is clear that in the Aristotelian sense, both the alterations of
inc!i vidual living beings anc! transformations occuring between groups of
living things are c!evelopmenlal processes. Consequenlly, seen from the
phenomenal angle Aristotle's world of living things is not static; it is
mobile. This conception of mobility, nonetheless, does not imply
inconstancy, and is not void of meaning, causal necessity, and purposive
directiveness. Here resides in fact the chief unconformity between the views
of the developmentarian manner54 of alteration and transformation, put
forward by Aristotle, thenceforth followed and supported by almost all the
ancient students of the living things, and the evolutionary method of
investigating the biotic sphere, applied by most of the contemporary
biologists from especially Charles Darwin's epoch-making formulation of the
principle of"nattmd selection, 55 onwarc!s.

54According to the dnC]Ormelll:Hioll vicw:

there arc always horses hccau~c horses tend to heget horses. This happens
so rcguLnl)' because in these cases the efficiellt, formal and final causes are one.

The erficient couse of a horse is the essence If its male porent; its formal cause is
this same C:-'SCllCC cl'nbodicd in itself; and its final cause is again its essence,

since the individuals of species nolurolly stflve to realize as perfeclly as they call

the essence (II" their species.
It was 1l11S combination of factors \vhich led Aristotle to argue against

organic cvulutioll. It should have led him to argue against spontaneous

generation as wei!. .. DavIJ L. llull, The Metaphysics oj r;votlltion, r. 317.

Cuntrary to ,kvcloprncnt, evolution in our liIlle rejects any conception of dir
ect;onism or enteler.i,y. II is nol a drive towards definite morphological ends by immat

erial forces or life-fJrin(:iples Furthcnnorc, seen from a uJliversal sl:lIldpoint, it is nut a

wholesale progressive change towards suhlime goals. Th(~odosillS Dohzhansky says:

Evululi,)]l involves altcr~ltions of the gcnctypc, the hereditary cnJowTncnt,

of evolving 'q)l~cics. ~lodiricatiofls of the phenotype, owing to environmentally'

induced Ch:lllgLS in the muniksl:ltion or the genotype, arc ahvioLJsly important in
evolution. 111dL:cd, wh:lt sUfvi,'cs or dies, reproduces or rClnains childless is only
indirecily conditioned by Ihe genotype, through its enleracti,)lls with the

environments moulding the phenotype. :'\cvcrthc1css, without genotypi( change
the subscqu,-'Ilt generations st:-l.f1 from the same old base, and phenotypic changes

can he reversed by return to the old ellvironments, Fixity of the ch:ingcs requires
a genetic fuundation. Any theury of cVl)lutiun must, then:forc, provide an account

of the origin of genetic changes. At present we knov.' two types of genetic
changes, Il1lll:ltion and recomhination of genetic Il1aterials, TheoJosius

Dob/.hansky, Chance and Creativliy in I,votution, 1'1'. 312-313.

55Since Aristotle refused categorically any sl,ggcstion of fortuitousness, he, of course,
is not cxpc(:\ed to tukralc an idea which would even hint at natura! selection. A(cording

to this principle, in n:itlln.: ~ or TTllHC generally, ill the universe - there in this context
to lIer:JclciIUS' ras~;jgc about the universal struggle at page? of Ihis p:lper. \Vhere

"struggle", "striCc", reigns, there IS 110 onkr, no lli..:cc.ssity, ('hao.\'. In /\risll)tle's view,
hov.;ever, the LJlli\'cr~e is an ordered whole, - Cosmos - , suhjected to and administered
by the elern,,1 Lm of Reasl1n (Lol;os). ThIS is why Aristotle allacks vehemently
Empedoclcs' cunsidL:LllilHl ahuut the comillg~[o-hc, and the devclllrJlll~Jlt or the living

things
\\-'here, lh'_~Il, c\'Crylhing turned out as il w(HJI,l tuvc If it wcre h:Jppcnillg for

a purpose, thefe the creatures .'\ur\'ivcd, hcing accl,h:11111y C1l1T1pUlJ!lded \n a
suitahle \\,;lY: hut \\here this did nut h:Jppl:n, the crl';llllrc~ PCfI:·dl,-'d and arc qlll,
as Empedu..:,ks says of hIS "IlLlll-faccd 0.\ pn)gLlly", /\fl:-.l'ltlc, Physic\', II, S,
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Now, let us have a look at the passage in JIistory of Animals where
Aristotle tries to explain the genesis and the further development of the living
things:

Nature proceeds lillie by liLLie from things lifeless to animal life
in such a way that it is impossible to determine the exact line of
demarcation, nor on which side thereof an intermediate form should
lie. Thus, next after lifeless things in the upward scale comes the
plant, and of plants one will differ from another as to its amount of
apparent vitality; and, in a word, the whole genus of plants, whilst it
is devoid of life as compared with an animal, is endowed with life as
compared with other corporeal entities. Indeed as we just remarked,
there is observed in plants a continuous scale of ascent towards the
animal. So, in the sea, there are certain objects concerning which one
would be at a loss to determine whether they be animal or vegetable.
For instance, certain of these objects arc fairly rooted, and in several
cases perish if detached; thus the pinna is rooted to a particular spot,
and the solen (or razorshell) cannot survive withdrawal from its
burrow. Indeed, broadly speaking, the entire genus of testaceans have a
resemblance to vegetables, if they be contrasted with such animals as
arc capable of progression.

In regard to sensibility, some animals give no indication
whatsoever of it, whilst others indicate it but indistinctly. Further, the
substance of some of these intermediate creatures is fleshlike, as is the
case wilh the so-called telhya (or ascidians) and the aca!cphx (or sea
anemones); but the sponge is in every respect like a vegetable. And so
throughoullhe entire animal scale there is a graduated differentiation in
amount of viteJity and in capacity for motion.

A similar statement holds good with regard to habits of life. Thus
of plants that spring from seed the one function seems to be the

198 b (30); also g.v.: G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presoeratic Philosophers,
paragraph. 447, p. 337.

In connexion wilh Aristotle's rejection of any sort of idea concerning "natural selection",
"fight for existence", "survival of the fillest" and the like, Marjorie Grene makes the
following statement:

Aristotle presents his concept of "that for the sake of which" as guide to
the study of nature in opposition to the thinking of Empedocles, who would
elicit the phenomena of the living world, without ordered ends, out of a
combination of chance and necessity. At one stage in cosmic hislory,
Empedocles imagines, there were heads and trunks and limbis rolling about the
world. Those that happened to come together in a viable combination survived;
the others perished. This was a very crude theory of natural selection, to be sure,
but a theory of natural selection, nevertheless. Aristotle as a practising biologist
objected: ox-headed man progeny and vine-bearing olives, such as Empedocles
envisages in his transitory world, arc an absurdity. \Vha! we always have in
nature is the onL:rcd passage to a definite endpoint: man to nIall, caltlc to cattle,
grape to grape, olive to olive. Only where there arc such functioning ordered
serics docs the study of life begin, Marjorie Grene, Aristotle and Modern
Biology, p. 82.
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reproduction of their own particular species, and the species of action
with certain animals is similarly limited. The faculty of reproduction,
then, is common to all alike. If sensibility be superadded, then their
lives will differ from one another in respect to sexual intercourse
through the varying amount of pleasure derived therefrom, and also in
regard to modes of parturition and ways of rearing their young. Some
animals, like plants, simply procreate their own species at definite
seasons; other animals busy themselves also in procuring food for
their young, and after they are reared quit them and have no further
dealings with them; other animals are more intelligent and endowed
with memory, and they live with their offspring for a longer period
and on a more social footing.

The life of animals, then, may be divided into two acts :
procreation and feeding; for on these two acts all their interests and
life conccntrate. Their food depends chiefly on the substance of which
they are severally constituted; for the source of their growth in all
cases will be this substance. And whatsoever is in conformity with
nature is pleasant, and all animals pursue pleasure in keeping with
their nature56

About the same subject Aristotle speaks anew 10 his Parts of
Animals:

The Ascidians differ very littk in their nature from plants, but
they arc more akin to animals than the sponges are, which arc
completely plants. Nature passes in a continuous gradation from
lifeless things to animals, and on the way there arc living things
which arc not actually animals, with the result that one class is so
close to the next that the difference seems infinitesimal. Now a
sponge, as I said just now, is in all respects like a plant: it lives only
while it is growing on to some thing, and when it is pulled off it dies.
What are called HolOlhuria and Sea-lungs and other similar sea-animals
differ only slightly from the sponges in being unattached. They hav¥
no power of sensation, but they live just as if they were plants
unattached to the soil. Even among land-plants such instances exist:
living and growing either on other plants or quite unattached: for
example, the plant found on Parnassus, sometimes called the
Epipetron (Rockplant). If you hang this up on the pegs it will keep
alive for a considerable time. Sometimes it is doubtful whether these

. Ascidians and any other such group of creatures ought to be classed as
plants or as animals: In so far as they live only by growing on to
some other object they approach the status of a plant; but yet they
have some fleshy substance and therefore probably arc capable of
sensation of a kincp7

56Aristotlc, /listory of Animals, VIlI, 1,588 b (5, 10, 15,20,25, 25, 30) ; 589 a (5).

57 Aristotle, Parts of Animals, IV, 5, 681 a (10,'15,20,25).
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So Aristotle, has, without leaving any trace of doubt mentioned the
crossing from the still-not-living over to the living thing, and the various
passages from one group of living things58 to another. Thus we are
presented with ample evidence that he was well aware of "biological
transformation" which could be seen as something of a prelude to the
conception of evolution. Nevertheless we have to bear steadily in mind, as it
has already been indicated for so many times that it is a grave mistake to
confound Aristotle's not yet well established and sufficiently defined
conception concerning "biological transformation" with the limpidly asserted
and formulated hypothesis of "evolution" which emerged as a result of
thoroughgoing researches, and tough, even quite often rough debates towards
the second half of the nineteenth-century.

According to Aristotle, even at the level of the individual, change
never happens haphazardly or just for the sake of change. Every alleration is a

58Every process, in Aristotlc's view, is predetcnnined and strives towards an end which
is the completion of the being in process. The individual heing's change from
potentiality to aCl/.llllity is, so to say, its career from budding up to flourishment. Here
the first stage still waits to he completed, while the latter is already accomplished. But
every accomplishment is again a step in the direction of new complction. \Vhile the
completion of individuals is the hest stage of their unfolding existence - that is, when
they are ripe enough to reproduce -, there is no completion or best stage to he said
about a natural species, a natural group. Because every natural specics is good in its own
right so long as it brings forth individuals capable of reproducing.

A "natural group" is a cbss of individual beings which are able to interbreed
successfully, but not able to crossbreed with organisms of other groups. Aristotle says:

... While that which is not eternal admits of being and not-being and of acquiring
a share hoth in the better and in thc worse; also, soul is heller than body, and a thing
which has soul in it is better than one which has not, in virtue of that soul; and hcing is
better than not-being, and living than not-living. These arc thc causes on account of
which generation of animals takes place, because since the nature of a class of this sort
is unable to be etemal, that which comes into being is etemal in the manner that is open
to it. :"ow it is impossible for it to be so numerically, since the being of things is to
be found in the particular, and if it really were, so then it would be eternal; it is, open to
it to be so specifically. That is why there is always a class of men, of animals, of plants;
and since the principle of these is 'the male' and 'thc female', it will surely be for the
sake of generation that "the male" and "the female" are present in the individuals which
are male and femalc. And as the proximate motivc cause, to which belong the logos and
the Fonn, is bctter and more divine in its nature than the ~1atter... The male ... comes
togethcr with the female and mingles with it for the business of generation, because this
is something that concems both of them. Aristotle, Generation of Animals, Il, I, 731 b
(25, 30, 35); 732 a (5).

For Aristotle species docs not represcnt a concrete sensible entity; on the
contrary it is a supersensible substance, solely conceivable, by our understanding. IIenec
there is no transsubstantiation at this non-material abstract levcl of being, here, beings
in process, that is, beings froIll their potential state towards actualization, arc not found.
Evidently, then, only this level of being can bc treated philosophico-scientifically. In
Aristotle's vicw the non-speculative metaphysical domllin of philosophy-science takes
the pennanent necessary universal, and not the "'following-away" particular sensible
substance into account, for there could bc no knowledge of things he asserts, which were
in a state of flux. Aristotle, lv!etaphysics, XII, 4, 1078 b (16).
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means leading towards a definite end. Furthermore, unexpected abrupt changes
almost never happen in nature exeept the spontaneous generation, a rare case
by means of that the primeval living things emerged from non-living ones
(q.v.: "soul's awakening") and for which Aristotle could not find any tenable
explanation. In Aristotle's foregoing passage (q.v.: "Notices": 58) we
notice his effort to explain that the individual living thing possesses, so to
speak, two faces, or rather two aspects: on the one side, as a form-receiver
from its group, its species, it covers on its own a certain stretch of time from
birth to death - the living thing's individual life-span - on the other, it is
the formative agent of its offspring - the living thing's species-life. Thus
the living thing, while in its individual status, is bound to die; in its species
status, transcends mortality. That the individual, with its species-status, be,
so to say, immorull, is rather far from providing a sufficient logical proof for
the fixi ty of species. It is a faet that Aristotle, seen from the angle of the
present-day philosophy-science, treated most details and crudely.59
Nonetheless it seems quite improbable that Aristotle, an illustrious mind in
philosophy-science (IS he was, could have drawn such a resolute conclusion
out of such a flimsy set of premises. There must have been something
beyond mere philosophico-scientific considerations which had thenceforth
urged him to subscribe to the doctrine of the fixity of species, and to deny

59Even though Aristotle had undeniably inherited a great wealth of materials and

infomlations from his conlcmporaries as well as from past scholars, he possessed no
ready-at-hand model, and no precursory on which he could lean while building up his far

reaching, prolific, systcm, So he can, in accordance with what has already been hinted at,

rightly be accepted as the founding father of philosophy-science. Interestingly enough,
Aristotle was well aware of the exceptional posilion with all its virtues and vices, he had

assumed in history. The subsequent passage excerpted from his 0 n Sophistical

Refutations demonslrates this awareness quite vividly:

... in the case of all discoveries the results of previous labours that have
been handed down from others have been advanced bit by bit by those who have
taken them on, whereas the original discoveries generally make an advance that
is small at first though much more useful that the development which later
springs out of them. I'or it may be that in everything, as the saying is, springs
out of them, for it may be that in everything, as the saying is, "the first start is
the main part': and for this reason also it is the most difficult; for in proportion
as it is most polent in its influence, so it is smallest in its compass and
therefore most difficult to sec: whereas when this is once discovered, it is easier
to add and develop the remainder in connexion with it. This is in fact what has
happened in regard to rhelorical speeches and to practically all the other arts: for
those who discovered the begining of them in all only a lillIe way, whereas the
celebrities of to-day arc the heirs - so to speak - of a long succession of men
who have advanecd them bit by bit, and so have developped them to their present
fonn ... Yloreover on the subject of reasoning we had nothing else of an earlier
date to speak of at all, but were kept at work for a long time in experimental
researches. If, then, it seems to you after inspection that. such being the
situation as it existed at the start, our investigation is in a satisfactory conLidion
compared wilh the other inquiries that have been developed by tradition, there
must remain for all of you, or for our student, the task of extending us your
pardon for the shorleomings of the inquiry, and for the discoveries thereof your
·.vann thanks. Aristotle, On Sophistical lIefutations, XXXIV. 183 b (20, 25, 30,
35); 184 a (5); 184 b (5).
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any possibility of transformations and alter~tion~ above individu.al level,
although he had pinpointed the fact of bIOlogical transformatIOn, and
expressed it clearly, as we have just seen, in his works concerning inquiries
on living things.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Bioscience - Bioethics Discrepancy

We can surely talk in greater lcnght and breadth as to why Aristotle
resolutely declined to continue to take into account, and then eventually put
special emphasis on the idea of interspecific transformation. However a
sufficiently demonstrable, and thus verifiable conclusion seems almost out of
reach for us.

Now, I think there are consideratiuns other than certain purely
theoretical ones, which might have prevented Aristotle of elaborating further
what he had already established in regard to interspecific transfonnations, and
so anticipating something of a hypothesis about evolution. In spite of his
insistence that science should not look for anything but knowledge, Aristotle
could not after all wipe of his deep-rooted piety which certainly was keeping
on nourishing the substratum of his philosophy-science-system. And this
piety, I am convinced) could not have allowed Aristotle, to believe that the
universe, and everything in it, we human beings included, was a notorious
"Dicer"s casual play".

T. D.
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